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Introduction
As technology develops, economic activity varies and cultural attitudes change, the factors
influencing accident situations in industry also change. One area of substantial technological
development has been the way in which the massive increase in computational power has
allowed sweeping changes in the control of safety-related systems applied to plant and
equipment. The UK Health and Safety Executive (HSE) needs to stay abreast of these
changes and of their influence on accident situations in order to provide industry with best
advice on how to achieve safe working environments.
As part of this process, HSE has initiated a programme of work that will eventually provide:
–
guidance for those responsible on how to learn from their own incident data;
–
a means for HSE to ensure that it has the best information attainable on incidents
involving electrical/electronic/programmable electronic (E/E/PE) safety-related
systems;
–
a stimulus to industry through a successor to “Out of Control” [1].
The Electrical and Control Systems Unit within HSE’s Technology Division strongly
contributed to the international standard IEC 61508 “Functional safety of electrical/
electronic/programmable electronic safety-related systems” [2]. This sets out specific
requirements for systems involving computer control, within a high level framework that
defines the safety lifecycle and safety management activities that should be followed.
One of these requirements is the need to learn from experience. Subclause 6.2.1 of IEC
61508-1 states that responsible organisations or individuals should consider specifying,
implementing and monitoring the progress of:
“procedures which ensure that hazardous incidents (or incidents with potential to
create hazards) are analysed, and that recommendations are made to minimise
the probability of a repeat occurrence.”
The above requirement presents a goal to be achieved and, as is often the case with goal
based objectives, does not say how this should be done. The implementation details will
depend on the organisation that is trying to learn, its maturity in terms of data collection and
analysis, and the criticality of the systems that it is responsible for. The terminology,
concepts and approach of IEC 61508 will provide grounding for the programme.
In addition to the requirements of standards, organisations are increasingly realising the
importance of their knowledge assets. They are keen to have those aspects of this knowledge
base, which are currently tied to individuals, shared throughout the company. The recent
interest in concepts such as organisational learning, corporate memory, and knowledge
management reflect this concern. Those in the safety-critical arena have an even greater need

to adopt these approaches, as expertise is in short supply and currently tied very much to key
individuals and occasionally certain high-performance teams.
The HSE guidance document “Out of Control” analysed the causes of 34 incidents involving
control systems, and presented the results as a pie chart showing the relative occurrence of
primary causes by lifecycle phase. The intention is that its successor will contain results for
a greater number of incidents, work within the framework of IEC 61508, and demonstrate the
usefulness of incident information.
As a first step, HSE has contracted a consortium, led by Adelard and also involving the
Glasgow (University) Accident Analysis Group (GAAG) [3] and Blacksafe Consulting, to
carry out a 7-month interactive project that will:
1) identify and evaluate existing schemes for classifying causes from incident data and
generating lessons to avoid recurrence of similar incidents;
2) select and modify an existing scheme or schemes, or derive a new one, in order to create
a method for analysing and classifying incident data to match the principles and
activities of IEC 61508;
3) test the new method using data from a small number of real incidents; and
4) identify and present the significant strengths and weaknesses of the proposed method
and how it fits in with wider issues such as incident reporting, incident investigation and
process improvement.
This project is part of HSE’s longer-term programme to provide best advice in this field.

Technical approach
Phase 1 – Evaluation of existing schemes and stakeholder consultation
In this phase the project will evaluate existing schemes and undertake a requirements capture
and analysis exercise with the main stakeholders. Although the scheme itself will address the
requirements emerging from IEC 61508, we will consult on the most relevant level of support
needed. For example, some industries or organisations may be looking for an overall process
that they can customise, whereas others may be looking for more concrete artefacts in the
form of tool support and an explicit method.
First, the project will identity and classify a selection of existing schemes from a literature
review, and prior knowledge – Glasgow Accident Analysis Group has already undertaken an
extensive review of these techniques. Many of these are themselves a synthesis of established
approaches for particular applications. Other recent work [4]-[11] is applicable here.
In order to appropriately evaluate alternative schemes it is important to identify desirable
characteristics for the new scheme. These will also be used to inform evaluation of the
scheme itself. Characteristics for consideration include consistency, coverage, generality,
configurability, usability, simplicity, extensibility, and understandability.
These will be developed and defined to best meet the following criteria:
–
satisfaction of HSE's overall project objectives;
–
effectiveness in learning all possible lessons and preventing further incidents;
–
usefulness to relevant parties (taking current practice into account);
–
simplicity, usability and understanding;

–
–
–
–
–

ease of training;
consistency of results;
compatibility with IEC 61508 concepts and activities;
flexibility when applied to data of varying detail and quality; and
visibility of assumptions and of level of confidence in analysis results.

The characteristics above are not all mutually compatible. For example, an engineer and a
usability expert might assess causes of an incident differently. Both views might be equally
valid, but there may not be a consistent assessment. On the other hand coverage is improved.
Other trade-offs should become clear in the analysis, and balancing decisions will be made.
Based on the results of the initial evaluation, the project will identify a number of candidate
schemes that have desirable characteristics and will consult the stakeholders in these
schemes. This will establish both user requirements and current best practice and experience
in actually deploying incident reporting and analysis schemes. Adelard’s consultation
process involves the development of briefing material followed by interview or desktop
analysis. Briefing notes are used to guide discussions, but are not rigidly followed. Instead
the interview process is allowed to develop freely. This usually results in a richer discussion,
sometimes uncovering unexpected threads. The briefing notes are reviewed again towards
the end of the meeting to ensure all planned areas have been covered.
The briefing material and subsequent interviews will address the key concerns of:
–
how companies collect and use their own incident data, impediments to data collection,
–
what characterises reliable incident data and how this is acted upon when available,
–
the perceived applicability of data when taken from other companies, applications or
sectors.
The following table is indicative of the type of coverage that will be sought.
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Consultation activities will be varied, and optimised for the organisation approached and
expected benefit. Activities will include face-to-face meetings, telephone interviews, and in
some cases observation of schemes in use. In addition the task will include, where
appropriate, pre- or post-consultation desk reviews. Previous consultation exercises have
shown that interviewees will often have more than one role and that there are diminishing
returns on the amount of new information as coverage increases. The later stages often act as
validation of earlier findings.

Phase 2 – Develop new scheme
Phase 1 will reveal the best existing schemes to form the basis for the scheme to be
developed. Phase 2 will develop a candidate new scheme and a software prototype, will
identify candidate data to use in its evaluation, and will run an open consultation workshop.
In developing the new scheme, the project will specify the changes required to existing
schemes to satisfy the new scheme’s requirements, especially those relating to compatibility
with IEC 61508. Compatibility issues include:
–
interface to the main safety lifecycle phases for the E/E/PE safety-related systems,
–
interface to activities in IEC 61508, e.g. looking at the phase of the product
development where a fault was inserted,
–
identification of criticality of systems and components and relating these to the safety
integrity level (keeping in mind that the safety integrity level applies to safety
functions),
–
the relationship to the risk apportionment model in the standard,
–
relationship to the software and hardware techniques,
–
correct use of terminology from IEC 61508.
The work will also take into account sector specific derivatives such as IEC 61511.
A new scheme will be developed based on these findings together and a rationale presented.
The project will build an example web-based implementation of the proposed scheme that
other organisations can use as a basis for their own system. This will be designed using rapid
application technology, and will support enough of the scheme for the evaluation in phase 3.
During the consultation a small number of candidate organisations will be identified to assist
with running of the evaluation phase. Working with them the project will identify incident
data to be used on the trials, taking into account the range of criticalities and the different
types of user likely to be involved in such schemes. The scheme characteristics developed in
Phase 1 will be key factors in identifying candidate data and organisations.
A position paper will describe the work to date, including an outline of the scheme, and its
rationale. The project will run a consultation workshop to which stakeholders will be invited.
Feedback from this workshop will be valuable in positioning evaluation of the scheme and
refining the final version.

Phase 3 – Evaluation of the new scheme
Simple usability testing will be conducted in-house as a sanity check for the scheme before
conducting the external evaluation. Testers will not have been involved in the project up to
this point, but they will be familiar with similar reporting schemes.
Following this, and based upon the data gathered and organisations identified in Phases 1 and
2, the scheme will be evaluated using field trials. This will involve two organisations from
different domains, with at least three users from each organisation. Stakeholders with
differing viewpoints will be included in the study, and the number and scale of incidents
should be representative. Concentrating on high impact, large-scale events is not appropriate
as these will be visible and handled specially. Instead the project will look at typical event
sets and evaluate how effective the scheme is at drawing out appropriate conclusions and
patterns.

The results of these tests will be evaluated against the test criteria. This information will be
used to produce a set of recommendations for upgrading the scheme.

Phase 4 – Consolidation of and deployment support for scheme
This phase will provide a detailed rationale for the new scheme (based on output of Phase 2),
and will update the scheme according to the recommendations from Phase 3.
The prototype software developed during Phase 2 will also be updated to reflect the new
scheme.
An appraisal of the scheme will include its strengths, weaknesses and trade-offs that have
been made in its development.
The scheme developed will be generic, implementing the requirements of IEC 61508.
Practical use of the scheme will require guidance on how it should be customised for specific
use. The project will draft guidance in this area, and also draft limited domain guidance for
at least one domain. The audience will be base-level industry users, i.e. those with low levels
of current capability or sophistication in such schemes.
More sophisticated users will be able to use the scheme in more flexible and powerful ways,
building it into a safety and process improvement model, including potential use of the
software tools developed on this project. Draft customisation guidelines will be produced
which could support such users in deploying the scheme most appropriately for their level of
sophistication.
The classification and analysis scheme developed is only part of the whole process of
incident reporting. The project will summarise concerns and strategies on the wider issues of
process improvement, incident reporting and incident investigation. The issues to be
considered include:
–
fragmentation and cohesion of industry sectors;
–
change in style of standards from prescriptive to goal based;
–
maintenance of competencies in older technologies with maturing workforces;
–
professional trajectories - dilution of culture; and
–
organisational and individual resistance to reporting.

Way forward
HSE will use the results of this project to draft and publish guidelines on how companies can
learn from their own incidents that involve E/E/PE safety-related systems.
After these guidelines have been published, our aim is to work in conjunction with several
companies to gather and make available anonymised categorised incident data and analysis
results from a large number of incidents. This will help HSE to:
–
publish new guidance material to supplement “Out of Control”;
–
determine technical priorities for HSE inspections where applicable and appropriate;
–
justify HSE's policy, technical priorities and resource usage;
–
develop HSE's input to standards and guidance;
–
demonstrate that learning from incident data is both feasible and beneficial; and
–
increase the awareness of industry and other organisations to common problems.
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